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This issue of Military Operations Research represents two changes: it is the first issue
produced by a guest editor and is the last issue to appear under my editorship.
Professor Yupo Chan has done a great job in selecting for publication some of the
papers that were presented at the "Third Mobility Modeling and Simulation Conference." From th
The conference was held at the Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright Patterson AFB, F om t e
25-26 May 1995. All of the papers appearing in this issue of the journal were subjected to a
rigorous reviewing process. I appreciate all of the work that Yupo, his reviewers, and the Editor
authors have put into this project so that the results of the conference could appear in a
timely fashion. I also thank Brig Gen Thomas Case, USAF for providing the foreword to Professor Peter Purdue
this issue.
On 31 December 1995 1 completed my three-year term as editor of Military Operations Naval Postgraduate
Research. My main goal in accepting the position was to provide the military operations School
researcher with a high quality, professional outlet for publishing interesting and significant
work in the field. I believed, and continue to believe, that MORS should publish the
definitive journal in support of the military operations research professional.
In the final analysis, the quality of any journal depends upon the cooperation and sup-
port of the community it serves. The editors and reviewers can establish the criteria that
papers must meet to be accepted for publication, but first and foremost they must have
papers to review. The military OR community has allowed MOR the luxury of setting high
standards by submitting high quality papers for consideration. As a result we have been
able to produce a high quality, interesting and readable journal (Yes, I know that I am
biased but all of the hard work was done by the authors and reviewers.)
My thanks to the whole community for the support I have received in what was for me
a challenging but very delightful project. My only regret is that in my overly zealous desire
to personally read every paper, some papers failed to receive the timely and through
review they deserved. To the authors: my thanks for your patience and apologies for the
delays you had to endure. Many thanks to Michael Cronin of the MORS office for the
superb support he provided ever since he joined the MORS staff. Without his dedicated
efforts to get me to stay somewhere close to schedule, and his excellent work with printers,
we would still be waiting for some of the early issues. I would also like to thank Dick Wiles
and the rest of the MORS staff for supporting the concept of a new journal from the very
beginning. Finally, this whole enterprise would not have gotten off the ground without the
support of the Board of Directors and a couple of MORS presidents who were willing to
take a chance; we all owe them a big vote of thanks!
It has been a fun ride! I wish the new editor, Greg Parnell, all the best and look forward
to an ever improving publication.
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